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A wide range of behaviour for turbulent forced plumes generated by vertical 
emission of heated or other buoyant fluid from finite sources in extensive and 
otherwise still uniform environments can be represented on a single non-dimen- 
sional diagram of characteristic heights, plotted against a parameter I?, which 
for forced plumes represents the balance of flow conditions imposed at the physi- 
cal source. The set of curves presented includes the maximum height of ascent 
for negatively buoyant plumes, and the height of transition from jet-like to 
plume-like behaviour above sources emitting buoyant fluid with excess momen- 
tum. The levels of various point and planar virtual sources are displayed also for 
comparison with earlier solutions. This scale diagram relates ascent and transition 
heights to the initial conditions at actual sources, in contrast to earlier presenta- 
tions which have unduly emphasized virtual sources. 

A scale diagram for maximum ascent heights in stably stratified environments 
permits choice of the range of source conditions for a specified height of ascent 
and ambient stratification. 

1. Forced plumes in a neutral environment 
An earlier paper (Morton 1959, referred to hereafter as I) described a treatment 

for turbulent forced plumes generated from steady sources emitting prescribed 
fluxes of mass (rpoWo), momentum (rp, Q) and heat or buoyancy (npeFo), where 
pe is the ambient density and po the plume density at the source level x = 0. 
The model has obvious deficiencies, but there is reasonable evidence that it can 
give useful results in appropriate situations, and it is often helpful in obtaining 
at least a first estimate for the behaviour of plumes over real sources. The 
original solution, however, emphasized virtual sources to the extent that separate 
calculations were needed torelate an actual source to its equivalent virtual source. 
Such an emphasis of idealized virtual sources may be economical but confusing, 
and it appears to have led some authors (e.g. Telford 1966) to underestimate the 
range of source conditions covered. These include three reghies of behaviour: 
(i) negatively buoyant jets of heavy fluid projected upwards (I? < 0); (ii) posi- 
tively buoyant jets of light fluid projected upwards with initial velocity exceed- 
ing that of the corresponding simple plume (0 < I’ < 1); and (iii) positively 
buoyant jets with initial velocity less than that of the corresponding simple 
plume (1 < I?). The limiting case r = 1 corresponds to the simple plume from a 
virtual source of buoyancy only (at prescribed depth below the actual source), 
and I? = 0 to the hypothetical case of a source of zero radius at  x = 0 (the actuaI 
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source level), which has W, = 0 necessarily and includes the limiting cases of (i) 
and (ii) as negatively and positively buoyant forced plumes from ‘actual point 
sources’. It includes also the ideal neutral jet F = 0 with F, = 0 and W, = 0 
(but V, > 0), but jets from real sources (F, = 0, W, > 0 and V, > 0) are best re- 
garded as excluded. In  the former case ‘real’ and virtual sources coincide at 
x = 0 and the depth to the virtual source is obtained from that for the general 
forced plume x,, = xu$?) as the limiting (but unrealistic) case xvs -+ 0 as I? 3 0. 
In  the latter case, however, the depth of the virtual source is determined by W,/V, 
and not by I?, and in this representation simple jets comprise a branch family 
I? = 0, xc.oc W,/V,. The dimensionless parameter I?, defined below, provides a 
measure of the relative effects of mass, momentum and buoyancy flux from the 
source. The range of solutions can be displayed clearly by the construction of 
a scale diagrum, showing the variation with I? of various characteristic lengths, 
in each case for actual sources a t  the level x = 0. 

The following discussion is concerned largely with a re-interpretation of the 
solution derived in I and shouId be read in conjunction with that paper; only a 
brief summary will be given of the earlier results on the supposition that readers 
wishing to use this material will first become familiar with the earlier solution. 
For a more recent discussion of other aspects of plume behaviour see Turner 
(1969) and Morton (1971). 

In I axisymmetric plumes, referred to cylindrical polar co-ordinates ( X ,  R, r j )  

with origin 0 at the source centre and OX vertically upwards, were assumed to 
have Gaussian profiles of mean vertical velocity u = U ( X )  exp ( -R2/b2) and 
mean buoyancy g(p,-p) = p,P(X) exp( - R2/h2b2), where b ( X )  and h b ( X )  are 
characteristic (radial) length scales for the two profiles. For thermally buoyant 
plumes pe-p = p,P(T - c). Gross conservation equations are obtained by inte- 
grating the field equations representing local conservation of mass (subject t o  
the Boussinesq approximation), vertical momentum and heat over horizontal 
sections of the forced plume, X = constant, in the form 

The quantity - [Rv],“ represents the rate of entrainment or rate a t  which the 
plume absorbs ambient fluid per unit height, and this must be related to the 
other variables in order to obtain closure of the system of equations. I was based 
on the assumption that the plume is in a state of fully self-similar flow, in which 
case both fluctuating and mean velocities scale together and entrainment can be 
characterized by an entrainment velocity of like scale, which may be taken 
as a U ( X ) ,  where a is the entrainment constant. If the flow is not fully self-similar 
then a will not be a constant for all forced plumes, and there is some evidence 
that this is the case. However, little progress has been made in understanding the 
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mechanisms of entrainment and there is at  present no justification for using a 
more complicated entrainment model; as a result there is some uncertainty in the 
appropriate value for a, though this is likely to have only a limited effect on the 
results obtained here because of the way in which a! enters the formulae. 

Under the transformations 

V = 2-4bU, W = b2U, F = h2(1 +h2)-lb2UP, 
and P = Po, P = q v ,  W = 2W(1 +h2)-4 v;IFoJ-4w, 

x = 2-4a-q 1 + h 2 ) -4 qqlq -4 x, 

the gross conservation equations reduce to the non-dimensional forms 

dwldx = v, dv4/dx = w sgn Fa, 

together with the condition of constant heat flux Ir’ = Po. Subject to source con- 
ditions F = F,, V = V,, W = W, at X = 0, or alternatively v = 1, w = 2% 5-.1.lrl* 
at x = 0, these equations have parametric solution 

w = {$ sgn P0(v5+ r - I)}*, 

where r = 5(1+h2)F0W$2&E 

is the forced-plume parameter for the source of strength (Po, V,, W,) in a uniform 
environment, which in the form 4ar/5h2 = boPo/Ug may be interpreted as the 
inverse square of a Froude number. Emission from the source is assumed to be 
upwards in all cases considered (with V, > 0 and W, > 0) ,  and sgn I’ = sgnF,. 
Plumes directed downwards have V, < 0 and that family of solutions can be 
obtained by obvious sign changes. 

It has been shown in I that for a uniform environment the forced plume above 
a finite source (F,, V,, W,) a t  X = 0 is the same as the part X > 0 of a corresponding 
plume with virtual (point) source (Fo, yV,, 0) at X = X,”,, where y5 = 1 - r and 
the virtual source is below the real source except for ‘hot, lazy plumes ’ released 
with low source velocities. Thus the flow above a general source can always be 
related to a forced plume from a point source with modified strength and position, 
though the validity of the comparison will be poor for plumes of moderate or small 
aspect ratio (total height above the real source measured in sourc~ diameters). 
Such plumes behave like jets near their virtual sources and like simple plumes 
at rather larger distances. The transition from jet-like flow with db/dX = 201. to 
plume-like flow with db/dX = !& is illustrated in figure 1 for the limiting case 
I’ = 0 (Po $. 0) of apositively buoyant forced plume with a point source (F,, V,, 0) 
at  X = 0. Turbulent jets have a larger spread angle or higher relative rate of 
spread than turbulent plumes (as is shown in figure 1 by a dotted line representing 
jet spread and a dashed line for asymptotic plume spread). The rate of’ spread at 
any level of a turbulent core flow depends on the local rates of change of volume 
or mass flux and of axial velocity; the former depends on the local rate of entrain- 
ment, while the latter depends both on the deceleration of plume fluid as a resuIt 
of momentum sharing with entrained fluid and any buoyant acceleration. For a 
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N,, - 

FIGURE 1. The lateral spread of a forced plume from the point source (Fo, V,,O) with I’ = 0 
at the origin plotted in the stretched dimensionless co-ordinates (2uX/L, b/L) to accentu- 
ate the rate of spread. The ‘real’ and virtual sources coincide a t  xus = 0; the asymptotic 
jet is marked by the dotted line, and the asymptotic plume with asymptotic virtual 
source a t  zaVs = - 1-08 by a dashed line; the level of transition from jet-like to plume-like 
behaviour xjD = 1.20 is indicated by a dash-dot line. F,, is non-zero. 

plume d(b2U)/dX = 5baU/3X and dUldX = - U / 3 X ,  whereas for a jet 
d(b2U)/dX = b2U/X and dU/dX = - U / X ;  and it is apparent that the much lower 
deceleration of the plume plays an important role in its reduced rate of spread. 
Thus a jet may be regarded as suffering a higher rate of dynamic decay axially 
than a plume because it has no continuing source of momentum generation. 
In general jets have a higher velocity than plumes in an important neighbourhood 
of the source and are more efficient at mixing with their environments, whereas 
plumes are better a t  transporting source fluid to large distances from the source. 
These differences are important in planning the dispersion of pollutants. The 
fact that plume spread depends both on entrainment and axial deceleration is 
important also in understanding the behaviour of jets of various gases in. air. 

The solution represented in figure 1 is a special case in that the virtual point 
source coincides with the actual source (X,, = 0). Other significant levels indi- 
cated are the jetlplume transition at  Xj,, taken as the level a t  which db/dX = +a, 
intermediate between the asymptotic jet and plume values, and the virtual source 
corresponding to the asymptotic simple plume, at  X,,,. The position of Xi, 
relative to the real source ( X  = 0 )  in more general cases is of interest as it provides 
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FIGURE 2. A scale diagram for the asoent of forced plumes in a uniform environment show- 
ing heights of representative plume features plotted against the non-dimensional para- 
meter r, which provides a measure of the relative effects of buoyancy, mass and momentum 
flux from the source. The various curves mark the levels: - , xv8 of the virtual point 
source ; - - - -, xavs of the asymptotic virtual source; ...-., z,,, of the transition from jet- 
like to plume-like behaviour (0 < I? c 1) and xm of the ‘waist’ or level of minimum plume 
width (1 < r); -.-.- , xma, of the greatest height of ascent of negatively buoyant 
plumes. (I? < 0) and z,, of the equivalent virtual planar source having fluxes of buoyancy 
and mass but not of momentum (1 < r). In every case the actual physical source is at the 
level z = 0. 

a measure of the height through which the forced plume is inertially driven before 
buoyancy begins to dominate. The length scale 

L = Z~CC~(l+h2)-t1~7,1~1~1-~ 

arises naturally in the reduction of the equations for forced plumes and applies 
equally to light or heavy fluid projected upwards; in the former case it is propor- 
tional to the transition height X,, = O . ~ O C C - ~  L above the virtual source, and in the 
latter case to the maximum height X,,,. 

2. A scale diagram for neutral environments 
The heights of virtual sources, transition levels, maximum heights and other 

levels representative of the flow behaviour may be collected together into a single 
scale diagram for a wide range of forced plumes. One such diagram is shown in 
figure 2, supported by figure 3, showing selected profiles in the following three 
regimes. 

(i) l? < 0: negatively buoyant forced plumes generated by upward emission 
of &id denser than its environment 

The source fluid rises to a maximum height X,,, = Lxmx/Za marked by the 
dash-dot curve from virtual point sources (Po, y&,O) at height X,, = LxV,/2a 
shown by the continuous curve. The maximum heights of ascent in this case 
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-2 t 
FIGURE 3. Typical plume profiles in the vertical. These cases correspond to  the source 
and other levels of figure 2 ,  and include: (i) I? = - 2 ,  where the negatively buoyant plume 
suffers rapid deceleration and reaches a maximum non-dimensional height of 0.50; (ii) 
r = 0.2, where the plume rises indefinitely (positively buoyant plume in a uniform en- 
vironment) and has the largest initial rate of spread; (iii) I? = 0.8; with a slightly smaller 
initial rate of spread; (iv) I? = 3.0, where there is initial acceleration of plume with reduc- 
tion of radius. In each case the actual source is at x = 0 and the relationship between actual 
and virtual sources is illustrated by broken curves. 

are approximate only and might be thought an overestimate since this solution 
assumes laterally diverging flow at X,,, with entrainment wholly from the en- 
vironment, whereas the actual flow falls back towards the source level rather than 
diverging and partially shrouds the rising plumes with the result that at  least 
some of the denser descending fluid will be re-entrained (but see Abraham 
(1967) for a comparison of theoretical models with experimental observations, 
suggesting that this X,,, is too small). The limiting case I? = 0 of a heavy up- 
ward-forced plume has xzls = 0 and xmax = 1-46. 

(ii) 0 < r 6 1 : positively buoyant forced plumes generated by tqward enzission 
of light Jluid with excess velocity relative to the simple plume 

These forced plumes have an excess flux of source momentum relative to a simple 
plume and may tend initially towards jet-like behaviour, but revert to plume- 
like behaviour with increasing height as the proportion of momentum flux gener- 
ated by buoyancy increases. The virtual source level x,, is again shown by the 
continuous curve, and the jet/plume transition level xjp by the dotted curve. 
Plume fluid in this case continues to rise, ultimately as a simple plume with the 
asymptotic virtual source at xaWs marked by the dashed curve. Limiting cases 
are the positively buoyant €orced plume I? = 0 from a point source at x,, = 0 
with xjp = 1.20, and the simple plume I' = 1 with x,,, x ,  and x jp  coincident 
at - 2.11. It may be noted that forced plumes exhibit appreciable tendencies 
towards jet-like behaviour near the actual source only for 0 6 I? < 0.5, and 
that these tendencies are strong only in the lower part of this range. 
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(iii) 1 < r: positively buoyant forced plumes generated by slow upward emission 
of light Jluid relative to the equivalent simple plume 

These are ‘lazy ’ plumes that need buoyant acceleration to reach their asymptotic 
flow state. In  this range y < 0, and the virtual (point) sources at  x,, shown by the 
continuous curve emit light fluid downwards; these descending (and, of course, 
quite hypothetical) sections of plume with negative buoyancy are analogous 
to those in case (i) and have lowest level of descent xmin (dash-dot curve). The 
formal solution indicates lateral outflow a t  this level, followed by return lateral 
inflow to produce an ascending positively buoyant plume with appreciable mass 
flux but low ascent velocity; continuing buoyant acceleration ultimately yields 
the asymptotic plume with asymptotic virtual source at xavs, again indicated by 
the dashed curve. This regime can be regarded alternatively as being generated 
from the virtual (planar) source {Po, 0, K(I7 - 1)i  I?*) at the level xmin with zero 
momentum flux but finite fluxes of buoyancy and mass and infinite horizontal 
extent. At larger values of I? the plume fluid suffers appreciable acceleration near 
the source as the buoyancy is strong but the entrainment rate small; this produces 
an initial narrowing of the plume to a waist of minimum radius at  height xw 
shown by the dotted line (1 < I?). 

The variation of flow type with J? can be illustrated further by plotting forced- 
plume profiles above the real source. Figure 4 shows a family of curves for the 
normalized plume radius b/b, plotted against height x for I? values ranging over 
the three different regimes; b, = 245-*ll?l4L is the plume radius at  the source 
level x = 0. Lazy plumes with 1 < I? suffer initial acceleration coupled with low 
rates of entrainment where velocities are small, and for 2.50 < I? exhibit ‘waists ’ 
of reduced radius; I? = 1 corresponds to the asymptotic rate of plume spread; 
as I’ is further reduced there is an increasing development region of jet-like flow ; 
and for I? < 0 the negative buoyancy causes deceleration with an increased spread 
rate. It may be noted that the x scale in figure 4 has been reduced relative to the 
b scale by a factor (2a)-l, or roughly 6:  this enhances the apparent rate of spread 
and makes the figure easier to interpret. 

3. Length scales 
Two length scales have been introduced in the preceding discussion: 

and 

Although L may be regarded as the primary scale for flow development in the 
axial direction, an observer would probably judge many flow phenomena in 
terms of the source radius b,. In  terms of the effective source radius b, the appro- 
priate vertical length scale is X / x  = L/2a = bS/2fh5-~al I?]$, and this scale provides 
a measure for the maximum height of ascent of a negatively buoyant forced 
plume in a uniform environment and for the height to jet/plume transition in 
the range 0 6 I? < 0.5, with coefficients of proportionality to be extracted from 
figure 2 for given r. 
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FIGURE 4. A family of forced-plume profiles showing the variation of radius (normalized 
with respect to source radius b,) with height (2) for a range of values of I' spanning the three 
main types of behaviour. 

4. Forced plumes in stable environments 
In a stably stratified environment the buoyancy flux decreases progressively 

with height as the plume rises into lighter surroundings, and such forced plumes 
become negatively buoyant in at least their upper regions and have bounded 
height of ascent. Profiles of velocity and buoyancy are likely to suffer modifica- 
tion as the fluid rises through the neutral level into the region of reversed buoyancy, 
and the self-similarity assumption is bound to be violated to some extent. For this 
reason the Gaussian profiles adopted in neutral environments will be replaced 
here by top-hat profiles which may be interpreted as rather simpler averages 
over the profile without imposed structure. 

Gaussian profiles may be shown also to have certain undesirable properties in 
stable environments. In  terms of thermal plumes in stable thermally stratified en- 
vironments ( d q / d X  > 0) ,  the plume must suffer net cooling andtherefore decrease 
in temperature on ascent in regions where it is hotter than its immediate envjron- 
ment, and net warming with temperature increasing with ascent in the overshoot 
region where it is cooler than its environment: thus sgn [(Z' - q) dET/dX] = - 1 for 
T - T,  + 0, or the second law of thermodynamics will be violated. For Gaussian 
profiles of velocity U ( X )  exp ( - R2/b2) and buoyancy p o P ( X )  exp ( - R2/h2b2) it 
may be shown from the relevant plume equations that 

dT I d %  2a - ----- _ -  d X  h2dX b ( T - T ) ;  
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thus dT/dX remains negative through the level of neutral buoyancy and into the 
uppermost region of the plume, and from the original solution 

sgn [(T - T,) dT/dX] = + 1 

throughout the upper region of reversed buoyancy. The corresponding expres- 
sion for tq-hat proJi1e.s of vertical velocity and buoyancy 

whereh > 1,is 

and in this case sgn [(T - T,) dT/dX] = sgn ( - 2 4 b )  = - 1 throughout the plume. 
Thus, although heat is being transferred appropriately from the point of view of 
plume average values, the Gaussian profile appears to provide an over-constraint 
on the temperature field by forcing an unduly large temperature deficit at  the 
axis to achieve the correct axial heat flux. A similar difficulty is found with top-hat 
profiles having h < 1, which again correspond to a concentration of heat towards 
the axis, although laboratory observations of Rouse, Yih & Humphreys (1952) 
appear to show that h > 1 for axisymmetric thermal plumes. There is no cause for 
undue concern at this partial failure of the Gaussian profile for stable environ- 
ments, as little physical significance for the particular form of profile adopted 
survives integration of the equations over a plume section. In  spite of this, 
it  seems appropriate to use top-hat profiles for stable environments here as in I. 

In order that ascent heights in both neutral and stable environments may be 
combined in a single set of curves in spite of the use of Gaussian profiles in the 
neutral case and top-hat profiles in the stable case, a slightly different reduction 
of the equations will be used here. The environmental stability will be character- 
ized by the Brunt-Viiisala frequency N, where N2 = - (g/p,) dp,/dx = /3g dT,/dx 
and /3 = T;l is the coefficient of expansion. The conservation equations for a 
stable environment reduce under transformations 

V = bU, W = b2U, F = b2uP 
and F = IFo(f, ?‘ = Gv, W = dh-l V%lFol-,w, 

x = 2-1a-th-1?‘;Iq-+x, 

to the forms 

where A = N2V{/2h2B’t; and the corresponding boundary conditions a t  x = 0 are 

w = 1, f =  sgnr ,  w = 2%-+h(i+~)-tlrp = 225t l r ’ l t .  

Thus, provided that I” = 2*h2( 1 -t h2)-l r is used in place of I?, the equations and 
boundary conditions for Gaussian plumes in a neutral environment and top-hat 
plumes in a stable environment correspond, and the two sets of results are directly 
compatible. 

The behaviour of forced plumes in a stably stratified environment depends on 
the source strength (Po, V,, W,) and on ambient stability, here represented by N .  
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FIGURE 5. A scale diagram for the ascent of forced plumes in a uniform environment show- 
ing maximum heights of ascent for plumes with physical sources at the level z = 0. This 
form of diagram applies especially for families of plumes having constant momentum 
and buoyanoy fluxes from the source (V,, Po), and in this case I’ cc Wt for neutral environ- 
ments, I” cc W: for stable environments (and differs by a constant of proportionality from 
I? to allow for differences in assumed profile shape) and A cc N 2 ,  where W ,  is proportional 
to the mass flux from the source and N is the Brunt-VBisalii frequency for the environ- 
ment. r and I?’ are positive for plumes with upward buoyancy and negative for those 
emitted upwards but with negative buoyancy. 

Only two of the four quantities F,, V,, W, and N are needed as a transformation 
base to reduce the governing equations to non-dimensional form, and it follows 
that two non-dimensional parameters can be formed to characterize flow states. 
It is thus apparent that there are six different transformations of the equations 
to non-dimensional form, and that the two-parameter family of solutions will 
exhibit a very wide range of flow behaviour. The particular choice of transforma- 
tion depends on the particular application: (i) Morton (1959) was concerned with 
ways of emitting a specified heat flux into a given environment, and so based his 
transformation on the flux of buoyancy from the source F, and the ambient 
stability N ( = G ) ;  (ii) if the initial flux of buoyancy plays a minor role because of 
strong stratification the appropriate transformation base is (6, N ) ;  and (iii) in 
the present treatment the base (To, V,) is taken as representing the forcing at the 
actual source. Once the transformation base has been selected, it is convenient 
to construct a dimensionless parameter from each of the remaining two quanti- 
ties in combination with those of the transformation base. In  the present case 
these are A = N2Vt/2h2F& involving N ,  and I” = 5h2F0W$/8aJ7& involving W,, 
and the family of solutions for a specified ‘strength’ (Po, V,) is investigated over a 
range of values of A, representing environmental stability, and I?’, representing 
mass flux from the source. 

The behaviour of forced plumes generated by upward emission (Wo, V, > 0) 
of either positively or negatively buoyant fluid (Po 0) into a stably stratified 
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FIGURE 6. Contours of equal height xmx for the ascent of forced plumes from sources r 
in stable environments A, where J? (for neutral environments) and I” (for stable environ- 
ments) are proportional t o  B’,, Wi/Vi  and A cc N Z  Vt/Fi. 

environment (Nreal) is illustrated in figures 5 and 6. Here V, and Po are regarded 
as specified for a series of sources with different mass fluxes W, and environments 
N ,  and I? (or I”) and A are used to specify the source and the environment, respec- 
tively. One of the most significant features of forced-plume behaviour in a stable 
environment is the maximum height of ascent x,,, above the source, and figures 
5 and 6 give two forms of dimensionless scale diagram for these ascent heights. 
Figure 5 shows a family of curves of x,,, against I? (for neutral environments) 
or F’ (for stable environments), each corresponding to a particular value of the 
stability parameter A. At constant V, and Po, I? or F’cc W ;  with the result that an 
increase in J? or I” implies an increase in source radius together with decreases in 
source velocity and excess temperature; thus forced plumes with large \I?! or 
/I”/ have rather small heights of ascent, 2-la-4h-l T‘~~F,I-*X,,~, in relation to 
those with small 1 I’I or I I” I. Naturally, forced plumes with positive buoyancy, 
sgii I?’ = + 1, rise higher than those with negative buoyancy. The ascent heights 
for I?, I” = 0 are k i t e  and are marked to right and left of the x axis for the 
limiting cases of positively buoyant and negatively buoyant plumes, respectively. 
Figure 6 shows a family of contours of equal x,,, in a I?, A frame, and for specified 
A and x,, there is just one source of positive buoyancy and one source of negative 
buoyancy that will achieve the desired penetration. This family of ascent height 
contours may be used to select appropriate sources for desired heights of penetrs- 
tion in specified environments. 
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It may be noted that Morton (1959) used it plotting co-ordinate A/( 1 + A) rather 
than A as a device to telescope the less interesting sections of a solution curve at  
large A, and also thaf the initial reduction in total height of rise of a plume when 
the source momentum flux is increased is less obvious though still present in this 
representation. The various different representations involve quite different 
transformations and hence different scaling of the variables, and so serve to 
emphasize different aspects of forced-plume behaviour. 

This work was carried out while BRM was on leave at the Department of 
Earth and Planetary Sciences, the Johns Hopkins University. Support by the 
National Science Foundation under grant GA- 16603 is gratefully acknowledged. 
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